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Abstract
Any detailed study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with
nanoscale systems is limited by diffraction effects in classical optical
systems. Near-field microscopy extends conventional imaging beyond this
self-imposed barrier and is used to perform microscopy and spectroscopy
with ultra-high spatial resolution. In this article we will discuss the use of
the enhanced electric field created at the apex of a sharp laser-irradiated
metal tip as a means of producing a truly nanoscale light source. This
confined light source can be used to excite locally vibrational modes along
carbon nanotubes or to investigate surface charge oscillations in optically
resonant nanoparticles. We report the use of such a technique to
demonstrate localized photofluorescence and Raman imaging with sub
20 nm spatial resolution.
Keywords: near-field, single-walled carbon nanotubes, vibrational

spectroscopy, gold nanoparticles, plasmons
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
Studying optical interactions on the nanoscale permits the
investigation of a large number of interesting phenomena
ranging from light–matter interactions within highly confined
systems such as quantum dots and quantum well structures,
as well as in biological species such as single molecules and
individual proteins [1]. In providing a comprehensive and
detailed analysis of such systems it is necessary to probe within
nanoscale interaction volumes that are typically on the order
of 10–20 nm 3 and as such are inaccessible using conventional
light microscopy techniques. One technique that allows such
highly localized light–matter interactions is known as tipenhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM).
The first reported work in near-field microscopy using
visible light was published independently by two groups led
by Pohl [2] and Lewis [3]. In both sets of experiments the light
3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
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emitted by a tiny aperture, as described earlier by Synge [4],
was used to demonstrate optical imaging with a spatial
resolution of λ\20 compared with λ\2.5 using conventional
microscopy techniques. In using such aperture probes the
first near-field fluorescence imaging of single molecules was
performed by Betzig and co-workers [5]. However, given the
low light transmission of metal coated aperture probes (∼10−4
for a 100 nm aperture) [6] laser-illuminated metal tips are used
as a means to achieve not only improved spatial resolutions
(10 nm) but also increased field enhancements and S/N.
There are two distinct types of tip-based imaging:
(i) tip-scattering microscopy, where the tip locally perturbs
the field close to the sample with both the near-field and
far-field contributions detected in the far zone [7, 8];
(ii) tip-enhanced spectroscopy, where the laser-illuminated
tip locally excites and enhances a spectroscopic response
in the sample within a small interaction volume, defined
by the tip diameter [9–12].
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In this paper we discuss the application of tip-enhanced
microscopy and spectroscopy. We start with a discussion on
the field enhancement at sharp metal tips and introduce the
general experimental arrangement used. In the remainder
of the article we discuss the use of such probes in studying
the structural properties of individual single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) by measuring the local Raman spectrum
and the investigation of the intensity distribution surrounding
photoexcited resonant gold nanostructures.

2. Field enhancement at a sharp metal tip
A key component of tip-enhanced microscopy is the ability to
produce highly confined electromagnetic fields (i.e. nanoscale
light sources) at the apex of sharp metal tips [13]. The
enhanced electromagnetic field originates from a combination
of
(1) an electrostatic lightning rod effect, which is a direct
result of the geometric singularity of sharply pointed metal
structures, and
(2) surface plasmon resonances, which depend on both the
excitation wavelength and tip geometry.
The confined electric field is readily produced if the
electric field vector of the incident light field is polarized along
the direction of the tip shaft. This light field periodically drives
the free electrons on the surface of the metal along the direction
of polarization i.e. along the longitudinal axis of the tip. The
resultant enhanced electric field is confined to a volume on the
order of (20 nm)3 , with the confinement volume dependent on
the end diameter of the metal tip. If the incident electric field
vector is not polarized along the direction of the tip shaft the
field enhancement effect is significantly weaker [13].
In the case of Raman scattering induced by nanoscale
metal structures [14, 15] the strongest contribution to surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is electromagnetic in
origin.
The observed enhancement is caused by the
enhancement of the incident field E i at ωi , and the scattered
field E s at ωi –ωv , where ωv is a vibrational frequency. The
enhancement factor M is then expressed as the product with
the total electric field E t :


 


E t (ωi ) 2 E t (ωi − ωv ) 2
E t (ωi ) 4
M=

(1)
E i (ωi )
E i (ωi − ωv )
E i (ωi )
where we have taken ωv  ωi .
It has been determined that the local field near a laserirradiated tip can be approximated by the electric field of an
effective dipole p(ω) located at the centre of the tip apex. The
magnitude of the effective dipole can be written as [16]


0
α⊥ 0
(2)
p(ω) = 0 α⊥ 0 E0 (ω)
0
0 α
where we chose the z-axis to coincide with the tip axis and
E0 is the exciting electric field in the absence of the tip.
The transverse polarizability α⊥ is identical to the quasistatic polarizability of a small sphere whereas the longitudinal
polarizability α is given by
α (ω) = 8πε0 r03 f e (ω)
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(3)

where r0 is the tip radius and fe the complex field enhancement
factor. Thus, the enhancement at the tip generates locally a
light source which can be accurately represented by a single
on-axis oscillating dipole [16, 17]. The dipole strength is a
direct measure for the field enhancement factor.

3. Experimental set-up
Our tip-enhanced microscopy set-up is based on an inverted
optical microscope fitted with an x, y-stage for raster scanning
samples. We employ two different sets of excitation sources.
For our near-field Raman studies we use a tunable dye
laser pumped by a high-power solid-state laser. In another
similar configuration we use a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
producing 150 fs laser pulses at 780 nm to study nonlinear optical processes such as two-photon absorption. In
both configurations linearly polarized Gaussian beams can be
tailored using a mode converter to produce radially symmetric
(doughnut) modes [18] as well as Hermite–Gaussian modes.
The advantage in using certain higher order laser beams lies
in the increased strength of the longitudinal field components
that provide the necessary polarization condition for driving
the field enhancement effect. The mode-converted laser beam
is then reflected using a beam splitter and focused onto the
sample by means of a high numerical aperture oil immersion
lens (NA = 1.4) as shown in figure 1. Having obtained a
tight focus at the sample surface, a sharp metal tip is placed
in the focal region. The tip is held in a constant height mode
of 2 nm from the sample surface by means of a shear-force
feedback scheme [19]. In order to produce the desired field
enhancement at the tip apex, the tip must couple with one
of the longitudinal field lobes. For a Gaussian beam, there
are two such longitudinal field components that are located
off-centre, one on either side of the centre in the direction
of the incident polarization. For a radially polarized beam a
single longitudinal field lobe is located in the centre of the
focused laser spot and therefore no displacement of the gold
tip is necessary. Using the x, y-scan stage we then raster scan
the sample, maintaining the tip at a fixed position with respect
to the optical axis. The emitted photoluminescence or Raman
scattered light is collected by the same microscope objective,
transmitted through the beam splitter and detected using either
a single-photon avalanche photodiode (APD) or a chargedcoupled device (CCD) cooled to −124 ◦ C. Typical acquisition
times are on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds
per image pixel. In our studies we use high-purity (99.998%)
gold wire electrochemically etched in a bath of HCl to an end
diameter of 10–20 nm.

4. Applications of near-field microscopy
4.1. Near-field Raman microscopy of single-wall carbon
nanotubes
Tip-enhanced optical microscopy offers the opportunity to
study the intrinsic molecular structure of many (manmade
or naturally occurring) nanoscale systems [20, 21], reporting
detailed spectroscopic information with a spatial resolution
on the length scale of only a few tens of atom–atom bond
lengths. To this end tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy is
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of both experimental configurations used in our tip-enhanced studies. A sharp metal tip is coupled to the
longitudinal field component of the laser spot and the sample is scanned laterally. Shown are the two longitudinal field lobes of a linearly
polarized Gaussian beam. The scattered light is detected using either an APD or a combination of a spectrograph and cooled CCD.
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Figure 2. Raman scattering images of single-walled carbon nanotubes resting on a glass cover slip. The contrast in the images reflects the
local intensity of the Raman G band (1590 cm−1 ). (a) Confocal Raman image; (b) corresponding tip-enhanced Raman image using a
linearly polarized Gaussian beam and (c) tip-enhanced Raman image acquired using a radially polarized laser beam. The integration time
per image pixel was 10 ms. The offset in images (b) and (c) is a result of retracting the tip and aligning the optical path of the radial mode
then approaching the tip to the sample surface.

ideally suited to the study and optical characterization of
single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [9, 22]. In this section
we discuss our recent near-field Raman studies of SWNTs
where we display the key characteristics of tip-enhanced
imaging, namely high spatial resolution and localized field
enhancement. In addition, we will show how tip-enhanced
spectroscopy can be used to map vibrational modes along
individual SWNTs and identify localized Raman scattering
not seen using conventional confocal Raman spectroscopic
techniques.

Figure 2(a) shows a confocal Raman image of a dispersion
of arc-discharge SWNTs on a glass coverslip (FWHM ∼
280 nm) accompanied by two tip-enhanced Raman images
acquired over the same sample area using a linearly polarized
Gaussian beam (TEM00 )(b); and a radially polarized beam
(c) respectively. The same gold tip (diameter ∼ 30 nm)
was used in acquiring both images (b) and (c). We clearly
observe an improved image contrast when the tip couples to
the longitudinal component of a radially polarized laser beam.
This result is to be expected since it is known that the z-field
S229
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Figure 3. Raman scattering image of an arc-discharge SWNT: (a)
near-field Raman image over spectral range centred at
ν = 2600 cm−1 (G band); (b) cross section taken along the dashed
line in the Raman image revealing a optical resolution of 10 nm and
(c) tip-enhanced Raman spectrum acquired from an individual
SWNT; the Raman modes of the SWNT are significantly enhanced
in the presence of a sharp metal tip (grey/red) compared to the case
when the tip is withdrawn (black/blue). From this measurement we
estimate an enhancement factor of 106 . The increased background is
due to luminescence generated by the gold tip.

of a radially polarized mode is significantly stronger than for
a lower order Gaussian mode.
The average spatial resolution obtained in both figures 2(b)
and (c) was on the order of 20 nm. However, with careful
control over the tip fabrication process it is possible to produce
sharp metal tips with end diameters on the order of 15–20 nm.
In using such sharp tips it is possible to extend the spatial
resolution down to 10 nm as can be seen in figures 3(a) and
(b). Figure 3(c) shows the enhanced Raman spectrum acquired
from the SWNT shown in figure 3(a). Two sets of spectra are
acquired. The first measurement is taken with the gold tip
fully retracted (∼1.5 µm) from the sample surface (blue) and
a second measurement with the tip held at a constant height
of 2 nm at one point along the SWNT (red). By taking into
account the ratio of both the confocal and near-field interaction
areas we determine the Raman enhancement factor to be ∼106 .
The spectroscopic properties of carbon nanotube structures have been studied extensively in the literature [23–27].
Many confocal (far-field) Raman studies of SWNTs have provided a wealth of useful information from which to determine
structural characteristics such as nanotube diameter and chirality (n, m) (i.e. metallic or semiconducting CNTs) [28, 29].
However the detected Raman scattered light is taken as the avS230

erage signal detected within the size range of a typical diffraction limited laser spot (500–1000 nm). To date a detailed
and comprehensive chemical analysis of SWNTs with subwavelength resolution has been lacking. With near-field (tipenhanced) Raman spectroscopy one can now readily characterize individual SWNT structures via variations in their local
Raman spectrum [22]. Any such variations may be attributed
to local environmental effects, the presence of defects in the
nanotube lattice and variations in SWNTs synthesized by different growth processes (e.g. arc-discharge and CVD).
The vibrational spectrum of a carbon nanotube is a unique
chemical fingerprint with which to identify the nanotube
structure. By measuring the spectral position of the outward
radial breathing mode of the carbon atoms in the nanotube
lattice (RBM, 100–300 cm−1 ) (or the spectral position of
the tangential stretching mode (G band), ∼1590 cm−1 ), one
can determine the nanotube chirality (n, m) and diameter dt .
To determine the extent of local defects we study disorderinduced Raman scattering ∼1300 cm−1 (D band). Other
interesting phonon modes are found in the spectral region
∼600–1100 cm −1 and are known as intermediate-frequency
modes (IFMs) [30, 31]. From our own near-field studies
we have observed highly localized disorder-induced IFM
scattering, indicating a possible link between the origin of these
phonon modes in carbon nanotubes.
Figure 4 shows a series of near-field images acquired over
the spectral regions (a) 1585 cm−1 (G band), (b) 1300 cm −1
(D band), (c) 224 cm−1 (RBM) and (d) 837 cm−1 (IFM)
respectively for an arc-discharge SWNT. From the spectral
position of the RBM frequency we determine the SWNT is
metallic with structural indices (13, 1) [32].
From figure 4 we observe a near-uniform spatial profile
of the G band with increased Raman scattering located at
the beginning of the SWNT. (The G band also showed a
similar spatial profile along the nanotube. Image not shown.)
This is in stark contrast with the other vibrational modes
imaged. We clearly observe localized Raman scattering
associated with the disorder-induced D band, RBM and IFM
and this is consistent with previous results on many different
SWNTs synthesized by arc discharge [22]. Figure 4(b) reveals
spatially distinct regions along the SWNT where we measure
increased disorder-induced (D band) scattering and attribute
this to an increased number of spatially localized defect sites
in the nanotube sidewall. Furthermore, we observe significant
amounts of Raman scattering associated with the IFM mode at
837 cm−1 . Typically long integration times (several minutes)
are required to detect IFMs in SWNTs using standard confocal
Raman spectroscopy techniques [31]. Using our tip-enhanced
technique we are able to detect these intermediate frequency
modes with timescales on the order of 210 ms. As is shown in
figures 4(b), (c) and (d) respectively we observe IFM scattering
only in the presence of detectable amounts of defect-induced
scattering from SWNTs. This result is consistent with similar
measurements on CVD-grown SWNTs and clearly reveals a
link between strong IFM and defect-induced Raman scattering
in SWNTs [22]. In figures 4(e) and (f) we show the spatial
extent of the graphite-like G band at 1582 cm −1 and RBM at
149 cm−1 from a single CVD-grown nanotube resting on a
quartz substrate. The most striking feature is the uniformity of
the phonon modes along the nanotube and is in direct contrast to
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Figure 4. Raman scattering images of an arc-discharge SWNT
acquired over the following spectral regions: (a) 1585 cm−1 (G
band); (b) 1306 cm−1 (D band); (c) 224 cm−1 (RBM) and (d) IFM
(837 cm−1 ) respectively. From the measured RBM frequency of
224 cm−1 for the arc-discharge nanotube we assign a nanotube
structure of (13, 1). Both (e) (1582 cm−1 ) and (f) (149 cm−1 ) are
tip-enhanced images of a CVD-grown nanotube. For the measured
RBM frequency of 149 cm−1 we determine a tube structure of (15,
9). The inset in (f) shows the simultaneously acquired topographic
image. The integration time per image pixel was 210 ms.

our results on arc-discharge SWNTs. For the CVD SWNT we
observed no detectable defect-induced Raman scattering, even
for integration times of several seconds revealing the defectfree nature of SWNTs grown by this process.
Changes in the nanotube structure can occur during growth
or purification and can manifest as localized RBM scattering
which we observe in many arc-discharge SWNTs. Changes
in (n, m) along the nanotube sidewall will result in regions of
varying diameter on the order of 0.1–0.2 nm and thus lead to
the detuning of the resonance condition with our excitation
source E exc = 1.96 eV (λ = 633 nm). Typical rms noise
values of our tip–tuning fork set-up are on the same length
scale and therefore such small height variations are difficult
to image using a shear-force detection scheme. For the case
of CVD-grown SWNTs no such dramatic localization of the
RBM has been observed [22, 33].
4.2. Field localization in resonant gold nanostructures
While the contribution of surface plasmons in the local
enhancement occurring at metal tips is difficult to quantify,
the case of metal nanoparticles has been the subject of

intense research in the past. The optical properties of metal
nanoparticles are strongly influenced by the surface plasmon
resonance [34].
In the electrostatic limit, the polarizability α j of an
ellipsoidal metal particle (permittivity  =   + i  ) excited
by an electric field vector parallel to one of the principal axes
d j ( j = 1, 2, 3) can be written as
αj =

4πv
 − d
,
3 d + L j ( − d )

(4)

where d is the permittivity of surrounding dielectric, L j is a
geometrical factor and v is the volume of the ellipsoid [35].
The poles associated with each axis d j define the conditions
for plasmonic resonances:


1
.
(5)
 = d 1 −
Lj
Surface plasmon resonances in metal particles offer
exciting opportunities to control light at the nanometre scale.
While the far-field attributes of resonant structures have been
extensively studied in the past [34, 35], the appreciation and
richness of the optical near field that extends only a few
tens of nanometres from the metal surface is in its infancy.
With the improvement of high-resolution near-field techniques
(see the review by Wiederrecht [36]), fabrication technologies
and theoretical understanding [37], our knowledge of singleparticle properties is a crucial element for their utilization
in more complex structures [38, 39], hybrid systems [40]
and devices [41]. Phase-sensitive spectroscopy [42] and
imaging [43] as well as mapping of the plasmon modes [44, 45]
and their ultrafast dynamics [46] are among the recent
advances in our understanding of single resonant metal
nanoparticles. In this section we discuss our recent work
studying photoluminescent properties of gold nanoparticles
under ultrafast illumination.
Local field enhancement due to surface plasmon
resonances has been found to be a prerequisite to trigger
nonlinear responses from supporting materials. In particular,
two-photon induced photoluminescence in rough films [47],
metal nanoparticles [48], or optical antennas [49, 50] has
been shown to be sensitive to the strength of the local
electromagnetic field. Visible photoluminescence in gold
originates from interband transitions between occupied dband electrons and the partially filled sp conduction band.
The recombination of the holes with the electrons near the
Fermi surface gives rise to the emission of a photoluminescent
continuum that is closely related to the surface plasmon
resonance. An example of photoexcited luminescence is
shown in figure 5(a). The image represents a confocal map
of the photoluminescence intensity emitted from an isolated
gold nanorod [44]. The intensity distribution was obtained
by laterally scanning the particle through the diffractionlimited spot of a focused femtosecond laser beam (150 fs,
λ = 780 nm).
A high-resolution map of the distribution of the local fields
surrounding the particle can be recorded by locally scattering
the photoluminescence intensity using a sharp metal tip.
In contrast to the high-resolution Raman imaging discussed
previously, the tip is centred in the focal spot, and in the
S231
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Figure 5. (a) Two-photon excited photoluminescence image of a single gold nanorod scanned in the focal plane of a pulsed Gaussian beam.
(b) High-resolution near-field photoluminescence image of the same nanoparticle imaged with a stationary gold tip. The inset represents the
topography of the rod. (c) High-resolution near-field photoluminescence image of a large spherical gold nanoparticle and its topography
(inset). The polarization of the incident electric field vector is indicated by the arrows. The scale bar is 300 nm in (a) and 100 nm in (b) and
(c).
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Figure 6. (a) Cross-section of the photoluminescence (solid curve) and topography (dashed curve) taken along the long axis of the nanorod
of figure 5(b). (b) Photoluminescence decay on top of one the field maxima shown in figure 5(b) as a function of tip–particle vertical
separation. The luminescence enhancement is confined to a volume of 1000 nm3 .

case of Gaussian excitation no field-enhancement effect is
expected as the tip is not coupled to one of the two longitudinal
field components. Consequently, the tip can be considered as
a passive probe. Figure 5(b) shows the photoluminescence
intensity distribution of the same photoexcited gold nanorod
as in figure 5(a). In this case a gold tip was held stationary
with respect to the optical axis, and the particle was scanned
through the focal spot. A similar image is shown in figure 5(c)
for a spherical gold particle. The insets in figures 5(b) and (c)
show the simultaneously acquired topography of the particles.
The arrows represent the polarization of the excitation electric
field vector.
The original far field (confocal) photoluminescence
patterns similar to figure 5(a) remain visible as a faint
background in both figures 5(b) and (c) respectively.
Superimposed on this background are high spatial resolution
details originating from the tip–particle interaction. At
the extremities of the nanoparticles, the photoluminescence
response is strongly enhanced relative to the far field
photoluminescence. On the other hand, the signal intensity
is reduced at the two diametrically opposed points. This is
particularly obvious along the short axis of the gold nanorod
in figure 5(b). The images demonstrate the dipolar character
of the excited particle, namely charge accumulation at both
ends along the polarization direction and charge depletion
along the perpendicular axis. Cross-sections taken along
the long axis of the particle of figure 5(b) are plotted in
S232

figure 6(a). The solid curve represents the photoluminescence
signal whereas the dashed curve is the topographic profile
at the same location. The widths of the photoluminescence
peaks at the nanorod extremities are approximatively 17 nm
(FWHM), indicating a high degree of confinement. The nearfield enhancement becomes evident for tip–particle separations
less than 10 nm. This is consistent with the very fast decay of
the photoluminescence when the tip is pulled away from the
particle as depicted in figure 6(b). Similar tip–sample distance
curves are obtained when probing the near-field contrast in our
tip-enhanced Raman studies.

5. Summary
Near-field microscopy holds great promise for the study
and interrogation of a wide variety of nanoscale systems,
ranging from probing phonon confinement in low-dimensional
nanostructures to the study of individual protein structures
embedded in a host membrane. A key component of the
technique is the production of nanoscale probes that are able
to not only produce strongly enhanced light fields but that
can also be used in a wide variety of sample environments
and provide good S/N. In using sharp metal tips we have
demonstrated the ability to probe light–matter interactions
involving nanoscale structures with high spatial resolutions
(10 nm). Our studies of Raman scattering in SWNTs have
shown the ability of tip-enhanced spectroscopy to produce
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vibrational maps that relate directly the local structure of the
nanotube lattice. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that
tip-enhanced optical imaging can be successfully employed
to characterize plasmonic nanostructures. A direct map of
the distribution of local fields (hot spots) can be recorded
by locally scattering the photoexcited luminescence intensity
using a metal tip. Future improvements in both tip design
and material properties should permit spatial resolutions below
10 nm.
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